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 00:24:25        MENGU CHO (Kyutech, Japan):     Please change your name to 
 *your name (affiliation, country)”. Example is “Mengu Cho (Kyutech, Japan)”
 .
 00:25:00        MENGU CHO (Kyutech, Japan):     Also, ask any question via chat.
 00:38:44        Husseinat Etti-Balogun (Nigeria-Kyutech):       For the 
 payloads that didn’t qualify, what were their 
 faults?
 00:41:26        Marloun Sejera (Philippines):   I am interested with the 
 functionality of the RF switch. Was there any issues encountered during 
 tests?
 00:42:55        Femi ISHOLA (Phemotron Systems, USA):   Do you have the LED on 
 a single 
 side?
 00:43:14        D057_原田徹郎:  LED have constraint regarding SFCB
 00:43:27        D057_原田徹郎:  ?
 00:45:52        D057_原田徹郎:  How long did it take from kick off to ph012 
 closeout?
 00:46:13        Femi ISHOLA (Phemotron Systems, USA):   if the operational time 
 of the LED is short, will you be able track it? You need a ground telescope. 
 Why did you choose red 
 colour?
 00:48:26        D057_原田徹郎:  It took too long compared to us.
 00:48:54        Yukihisa Otani (Kyutech, Japan):        How many days (months) 
 did you use for the APRS function 
 test?
 00:48:56        D057_原田徹郎:  For our case, 4 to 5 month. What was time 
 consumption in phase 
 012?
 00:49:37        Ariel Manabe(Paraguay - FP-UNA):        Hello Jorge! Thanks for 
 the great presentation. I am interested in the new antenna deployment 
 mechanism.. Is it a commercial 
 one?
 00:50:32        Ariel Manabe(Paraguay - FP-UNA):        Great ! thanks
 00:51:03        D057_原田徹郎:  Any SNS account to Birds-X outreach?
 00:51:45        D057_原田徹郎:  Thank you.
 01:11:36        Jorge Casir BIRDS-X (Mexico):   
 https://birds-x.birds-project.com/
 https://www.instagram.com/birdsx_satellite_project/
 https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100088262132289
 01:14:09        Husseinat Etti-Balogun (Nigeria-Kyutech):       
 https://forms.gle/QfeANnToBuAHhwpb6
 01:14:31        Femi ISHOLA (Phemotron Systems, USA):   Cross compatibility of 
 COTS cubesat subsystem modules seems challenging. What is your approach to 
 tackling this 
 issue?
 01:16:52        Femi ISHOLA (Phemotron Systems, USA):    
 01:17:38        Husseinat Etti-Balogun (Nigeria-Kyutech):       
 lhttps://github.com/BIRDSOpenSource 

 ?? etti-balogun.o.h564@mail.kyutech.jp
 01:18:33        Yukihisa Otani (Kyutech, Japan):        When do you improve the 
 BIRDS open source program, do you keep the role on each PICs? Or, do you plan 
 to arrange the role 
 also?
 01:25:56        Ariel Manabe(Paraguay - FP-UNA):        .. for software 
 documentation will be good idea to implement Doxygen (or 
 similar)
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